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Thomson and many other distinguished candidates for the
tripos examination. Considering the degree of his mental
development and originality, he followed Hopkins' guidance
with remarkable conscientiousness and played as well as he
could the strange game of Wrangling. Hopkins was
shocked by the disorder of Maxwell's immense store of
knowledge, but he recognized his genius, for he said that
Maxwell was by far the most remarkable of all the remark-
able pupils he had had. He said he was almost incapable
of thinking incorrectly on physical subjects though his
command of formal mathematics was defective.
Maxwell was elected a member of an undergraduates'
club familiarly named the Afostles^ because their number
was restricted to twelve. They considered themselves the
ablest undergraduates in the university, and wrote essays,
chiefly on philosophical themes, for mutual instruction.
The extraordinary clarity of Maxwell's prose was cultivated
by his writing for the club. He had a powerful visual
imagination and could think extremely clearly, especially
with the assistance of diagrams and models. When he was
an undergraduate his preference for geometrical methods
of solving problems was noticed. He did not use mathe-
matics happily unless he could interpret the physical mean-
ing of every step in the proof. His contemporaries were
much impressed by this characteristic and assumed he had
a pure engineering imagination. In fact, the most impor-
tant characteristic of Maxwell's genius was his silent
abandonment of this method of thought when he had
stretched it to the limit of applicability.
I In the summer of 1853, when he was reading hard and
[ simultaneously enjoying a varied social life, he became
seriously ill. His illness was described in the terminology
of the day as "brain fever." He had to reduce the inten-
sity of his application during the months preceding the
examination. In this period of delicacy he became interested
in F. D. Maurice's religious and social ideas, and was
strongly attracted by his combination of Christian earnest-
ness with universal sympathy.
The ablest of Maxwell's fellow-students felt that he had

